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一、字彙【請依照句子前後文意，選出最適當的答案】 

【4】1. If the youngsters learn to live useful and independent lives, that must surely be the most ________ outcome.   
 original   historic   nervous   desirable  

【4】2. Over 100 ________ vehicles paraded through the capital in a show of strength. 
 talkative   painful   chemical   military  

【3】3. Someone jumped out of the shadows and ________ my handbag.  
 choked  stirred  grabbed   responded  

【4】4. A bad public image can cause enormous ________ to the tourist industry. 
 wagon   postage   decade   harm  

【2】5. Most medical ________ believe that breast-feeding is better than bottle-feeding.  
 hobbies  experts   semesters  melodies 

【1】6. She realized that life can be cruel for a(n) ________ mother in a big city. 
 single   expensive  necessary   grassy 

【2】7. Those who made irrelevant _____ were asked to step out of the meeting room. 
 possession  remarks  ventilation  urchins 

【3】8. There are several readily _____ animal species on the ancient wall painting. 
 feasible  reputable   identifiable  deductible 

【1】9. _____ withdrawal of medication is unwise because it can lead to increased anxiety and other negative effects.  
 Abrupt  Shrewd  Deteriorated  Precarious 

【4】10. A vigil was held last night for _____ of the recent terrorist attack. 
 referrals  attendants  compilers  victims 

【1】11. _____ of the candidate claimed that he was involved in the corruption scandal. 
 Detractors  Proponents  Generators  Missionaries 

【2】12. The proposed bill failed to pass because it did not get the _____ number of votes required by the law.  
 festive   minimum  hilarious  legible 

【3】13. The boy reluctantly agreed to return home after his father gave him an _____. 
 accomplice  irrigation  ultimatum  eradication 

【2】14. Many school cafeterias have banned _____ utensils to show their care for the environment. 
 approachable  disposable  resolvable  tangible 

【1】15. Most stores in the area are seeking alternative revenue sources to _____ their loss due to the continuing decline of 
Chinese tourists. 
 offset  pamper  amplify  resurrect 

【3】16. The recent death of his friend made him _____ over the true meaning of life. 
 banish  delude  ponder  roam 

【4】17. The company was ordered by court to _____ the defective products which had already caused 4 injuries. 
 entail  gratify  disembark  recall 

【2】18. Many women choose to take expensive hormone shots in an attempt to _____ the aging process. 
 innovate  reverse  cremate  savor 

【4】19. The new system offers a very useful feature—identifying and blocking _____ calls with no added cost. 
 arid  quadruple  dense  scam 

【2】20. Remember to take out the ______ packet in the snack bag so you child won’t eat it by mistake. 
 premiere  desiccant  atrophy  yoke  

二、文法測驗【請在下列各題中選出最適當的答案】 

【2】21. Mary loves nothing more than assisting others, ________?  
 does she  doesn’t she   is she  isn’t she 

【3】22. By no means ________ myself an expert photographer.  
 I would consider  I considered  would I consider  considered I 

【4】23. If your husband ________ today, would you still be his wife?  
 go broke   goes broke  to go broke   went broke  

【3】24. Charlott’s watch and scarf ________ on this table yesterday afternoon. But they are gone now. 
 lied   lain  were lying   were laying 

【2】25. The teacher asked the students to list 20 new English words and ________.  
 looked up them    looked them up    looked up to them   looked them up to  

【2】26. Once he has decided to do something, it is no use _____ change his mind.    
 that to try  trying to  in try  you should try to 

【1】27. Modern technology _________ to target and replace DNA segments in plants.     
 makes it possible   makes it is possible  
 makes possible which is   makes which is possible 

【2】28. Not only ________among the most popular household pets, but they are also among the most intelligent.   
 dogs are  are dogs  when dogs  they are dogs 

【4】29. The beautiful rose garden was a place ________ she drew great inspiration for her poems.     
 in where  which     that it was  from which 

【3】30. A group of senior students are campaigning to have a statue ________ from the university campus. 
 removing    which removed  removed    that is removing 

【1】31. As a response to the criticism over what the president had done, Mr. Hughes said “there are _________ facts.”           
 no such things as  not things such as  nothing as such   such things not as 

【3】32. The effect of the new device is not so great ________ the old one, but it has created a large revenue growth for the 
company.       
 like that  of which  as that of  as it is from 

【4】33. In the old days, boys were ________ by parents in some societies.     
 so as more favorite  a lot favorite  such favored more  so much more favored 

【1】34. The area described in the book is the southwestern section of ________.   
 what is now Sweden  Sweden is now  is now Sweden  which is Sweden now 

【3】35. The elbow is located in the center of the arm, _______ versatility to the arm.        
 which providing  that provided  providing  it provides 

【1】36. The odor molecules become airborne more quickly in a warmer environment than _________.        
 a colder one  colder environment  one is colder  a colder 

【3】37. Many things in life will catch your eye, ________ will catch your heart. 
 a few only  few, but only  but only a few  a few but 

【2】38. Oil floats on water, so if you put water on burning oil, it ________.           
 spread only   would simply spread 
 is only spread   spreads merely is 

【3】39. The farmer, _______ the danger, called out to the children to make sure they didn’t get too close to the hole.      
 sensed  who is sensed  sensing  who sensing 

【1】40. Carlton, _______ stage directors, has been nominated for the lifetime achievement award.        
 one of the most sought-after  
 the most sought-after of 
 one sought-after the most   
 the sought-after one 

三、克漏字測驗【請依照句子前後文意，選出最適當的答案】 

第一篇： 

Ginger is a wonderfully flavored spice that is prevalent in Asian and Indian cooking. It is also used in sweets as well 

as brewed in teas and other   41  . Ginger has been revered in many cultures for its   42   properties, as it can help 

to relieve nausea, digestive issues and pain. Exciting recent research has shown that ginger has properties showing it 

can help prevent cancer. In fact, this sweet spice seems to cause harmful cancer cells to   43   themselves. Numerous 

studies are   44   that ginger extract has anti-metastatic properties that inhibit many types of cancer, including breast, 

colon, rectal, liver, lung, prostate, pancreatic, and melanoma. A study by researchers in Saudi Arabia found ginger extract 

inhibited the growth of breast cancer cells while   45   normal cells. 

【2】41.  seasonings  beverages  mines  cakes 

【1】42.  medicinal   simulating  recreational  agricultural 

【3】43.  relay  indent  extinguish  promote 

【4】44.  distinguishing  revoking  protruding  confirming 

【3】45.  bullying  nullifying  preserving  suppressing 

 
【請接續背面】 

http://www.naturalhealth365.com/fight-cancer-reduce-inflammation-1456.html
http://www.naturalhealth365.com/prevent-cancer-carotenoids-1789.html


第二篇： 

Whatever the breed or species, a therapy animal’s most important characteristic is its temperament. They are friendly, 

gentle and patient, and   46   strangers. Therapy animals must enjoy human contact and excessive  47  , and be 

comfortable around healthcare equipment. Species that are normally trained, such as dogs and horses, must have mastered 

basic obedience skills. 

Therapy animals are best known for   48   comfort, affection and happiness to people in confined living situations, 

whether they are in a hospital for a short stay or living in an assisted living home. But therapy animals also   49   in many 

other capacities, including helping people with learning difficulties, assisting medical professionals in providing mental and 

physical therapy, and bringing comfort to people recovering   50   crisis. In all their activities, therapy animals are 

unconditionally accepting of those they visit. 

【4】46.  in regard to   skeptical of   take pride in  at ease with 

【2】47.  harming  petting  fanning  gulping 

【1】48.  bringing  peddling  draining  relieving 

【3】49.  feed  cover   serve  undergo 

【1】50.  from  with   in  of 

四、閱讀測驗【請在下列各題中選出最適當的答案】 

第一篇： 

Bill Gates made a splash in a recent interview when he suggested that robots should be taxed in order to help humans 

keep their jobs. Gates is only one of many people in the tech world who have worried about automation and its threat to 

workers.  

The fear isn’t that all humans will become obsolete, but that automation will increase inequality among humans. 

Company owners and high-skilled workers—people who tell machines what to do—would be vastly enriched, while everyone 

else either works low-skilled jobs for meager wages or goes on welfare.  

Another fear is that even if the mass of humanity ultimately does find new ways to add value by complementing new 

technology, this transition could take a long time and hurt a lot of people.  

The main argument against taxing the robots is that it might impede innovation. Growth in rich countries has slowed 

markedly in the past decade, suggesting that it’s getting harder and harder to find new ways of doing things. Stagnating 

productivity, combined with falling business investment, suggests that adoption of new technology is currently too slow rather 

than too fast—the biggest problem right now isn’t too many robots, it’s too few. Taxing new technology, however it’s done, 

could make that slowdown worse. 

The problem with Gates’ basic proposal is that it’s very hard to tell the difference between new technology 

that complements humans and new technology that replaces them. This is especially true over the long term. Power looms 

replaced human weavers back in the Industrial Revolution, but people eventually became more productive, by learning to 

operate those looms. If taxes had slowed the development of power looms, the eventual improvements would have come later. 

【3】51. What is the passage mainly about? 

 How modern robots differ from old ones  The need to create a fair taxing system 

 Whether robots should be taxed  Ways in which automation helps economic development 

【1】52. Why do some people think that robots pose a threat to humans? 

 They might enlarge the gap between different groups of people. 

 The invention of robots takes too long.  

 Robots might surpass humans in their intelligence. 

 They might make most jobs more difficult to do. 

【4】53. Which of the following presents a view against Gates’ proposal? 

 Rich countries might develop too quickly and leave poor countries behind. 

 If we have a good welfare system, then we wouldn’t need to worry about robots. 

 Technology replaces humans instead of complementing them.  

 It would slow down the development of new technology. 

【3】54. Why did the author mention power looms in the last paragraph? 

 To prove that technological advancements bring improvements 

 To illustrate the importance of the Industrial Revolution in economic development  

 To show that it’s not easy to tell whether new technology will replace humans or not  

 To explain the differences between traditional machines and modern ones 

【2】55. What can be inferred about people who are against Gates’ proposal? 

 They think Gates worries too much about future economic development. 

 They feel there should be a better policy than taxing robots. 

 They have doubts whether the invention of new technology will help humans. 

 They are sure that robots will never take away people’s lives. 

第二篇： 

Single, educated women are reported to "increase the risk of social instability by being free agents, unnatural in failing to 

perform their duty to give birth to a child and tame a restless man". The Chinese government is particularly anxious to see 

educated, "high-quality" women marry, "to produce children with superior genetic makeup". 

The social coercion of women into marriage has troubling economic consequences. Since urban women in their mid-20s 

are taught to feel already almost on the shelf, they often marry hastily and do not press for economic equality within their 

marriages. The urban Chinese today are preoccupied with buying a home. In cities such as Beijing and Shanghai, prices have 

skyrocketed in recent years, resulting in an extraordinary appreciation in real-estate wealth. Working women often contribute 

their life savings to securing a marital apartment, and put their salaries into mortgage repayments. Yet although more than 

70% of women help finance the purchase of a marital home, only 30% of such deeds include the wife's name, and their 

contributions to mortgages are frequently not officially acknowledged. A recent research suggests that husbands and in-laws 

often make women who request property rights within a marriage feel grasping and unreasonable. Consequently, women tend 

to back down, for fear of scaring off a potential spouse. Sole ownership of the marital property inevitably gives a husband 

greater power in the relationship, and weakens the woman's bargaining position on financial and domestic issues. At the same 

time as women have been left out of China's property boom, employment rates for urban women have fallen in the past two 

decades, from 77.4% to 60.8%. One female graduate whom the researcher interviewed deliberately dropped out of 

employment in order make herself "less intimidating to suitors". 

【2】56. What is the main issue discussed in the passage? 

 The falling employment rate of rural women 

 The economic cost of pressuring women to get married 

 Social instability caused by single educated men 

 Deteriorating genetic makeup of modern children 

【1】57. Why does the Chinese government want to push single educated women to get married? 

 They will produce children with excellent genes. 

 They will help support their family financially. 

 They will take away jobs from men. 

 They will slow down the price increase of real estate. 

【2】58. Which of the following statements is NOT true? 

 Ownership of the marital home often means more power in marriage. 

 More and more women are encouraged to seek financial independence by finding a job. 

 Financially independent women might scare men off. 

 Real estate prices in big cities have increased significantly in recent years. 

【3】59. Why are women’s contributions to mortgage payments often not officially acknowledged? 

 They contribute only 30% of the payments. 

 They often buy the marital homes and give them away to men as a present. 

 Their families often make them feel bad if they request property rights.  

 The government does not allow women’s names to appear on the deeds. 

【1】60. What can be inferred about modern Chinese women? 

 They are under a lot of pressure to marry. 

 They had trouble finding men who can afford higher education.  

 They often choose spouses who fail to secure a job. 

 Their families often prefer men from rural areas.  

 

https://qz.com/911968/bill-gates-the-robot-that-takes-your-job-should-pay-taxes/
http://johnhcochrane.blogspot.com/2016/06/syverson-on-productivity-slowdown.html
http://johnhcochrane.blogspot.com/2016/06/syverson-on-productivity-slowdown.html
http://rooseveltforward.org/one-where-larry-summers-demolished-robots-and-skills-arguments/

